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Abstract

Background: The atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease (ASCVD) is a major killer and health care burden worldwide. Atherosclerosis,
the common pathological foundation, has been associated with inflammation over the past few years. Some promising results also
have emerged suggesting the role of targeting inflammation as a potential therapeutic option to reduce cardiovascular events. In light
of the pathogenic role that inflammation plays in ASCVD, we propose to evaluate the worldwide research architecture for ASCVD
and inflammation using bibliometric analysis. Methods: A search of the Web of Science Core Collection of Clarivate Analytics was
performed for articles in the field published between 2012 and 2022. The number of publications per year has been visualized using
GraphPad Prism through time. CiteSpace and VOSviewer were used to generate knowledge maps about the collaboration of countries,
institutions, and authors, and to represent the landscape on ASCVD and inflammation research as well as to reveal current foci. Results:
There were a total of 19,053 publications examined in this study. The most publications came from China (6232, 32.71%). Capital Med
Univ was the most productive institution (410, 2.15%). Christian Weber published the greatest number of articles (75, 0.39%). PloS one
was identified as the most prolific journal (706, 3.71%). Circulation was the most co-cited journal (13276, 2.81%). Keywords with the
ongoing strong citation bursts were “nucleotide-binding oligomerization (NOD), Leucine-rich repeat (LRR)-containing protein (NLRP3)
inflammasome”, “intestinal microbiota”, “exosome”, “lncRNAs”, etc. Conclusions: It can be shown that ASCVD and inflammation
research benefited from manuscripts that had a high impact on the scientific community. Asian, European and North American countries
dominated in the field in terms of quantitative, qualitative and collaborative parameters. The NLRP3 inflammasome, gut microbiota and
trimethylamine N-oxide, autophagy, lncRNAs, exosomes, and nuclear factor erythroid 2-related factor 2 were described to be hot themes
in the field.
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1. Introduction
Atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease (ASCVD) puts

patients at high risk for cardiovascular events [1], and recur-
rent cardiovascular events aremore likely in thosewho have
had a cardiovascular event within the past twelve months
[2–6]. Clinically, ASCVD is defined as having the acute
coronary syndrome (ACS), myocardial infarction, stable or
unstable angina, coronary artery disease or arterial revas-
cularization, ischemic stroke, transient ischemic attacks, or
peripheral arterial disease including aortic aneurysm, all of
atherosclerotic origin [7].

As the leading cause of death in industrialized coun-
tries and death worldwide, ASCVD accounts for approxi-
mately 650,000 deaths in the USA and 17.8 million world-
wide each year [8–10]. It is estimated that ASCVD is
responsible for between 33–40% of all-cause mortality
among adults in the USA and EU in 2008, with a direct

and indirect cost of $297.7 billion and €196 billion, respec-
tively [11]. An estimated 35 million people experience an
acute coronary event or a cerebrovascular event every year,
and 25% of these people are diagnosed with ASCVD [12].
With the aging of the population blunting the benefits of im-
proved treatments and mitigating risk factors for ASCVD,
there could be a sustained and high global mortality rate by
2030 as a consequence [13].

Inflammation is in principle a coordinated response
induced by tissue damage or by other stimuli to remove
the initial source of cell injury, eliminate necrotic cells
and tissue damage, and cause tissue repair and restore tis-
sue homeostasis [14]. Dysregulated, excessive, or per-
sistent inflammation, however, is damaging and is often
linked to chronic conditions such as cardiovascular disor-
ders [15]. Associated with ASCVD and related complica-
tions is atherosclerosis, an inflammatory disease. Despite
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cholesterol’s discovery, but not yet its relationship with
atherosclerosis, Joseph Hodgson published amonograph on
vascular disease in 1815 in which he blamed inflammation
for causing atherosclerosis [16,17]. In 1858, a report by
Rudolf Virchow [18] described inflammatory cells in vas-
cular plaques, and Sir William Osler suggested in 1908 that
inflammation and infection play a role in the pathogenesis
of atherosclerosis [19]. Despite this, the inflammation hy-
pothesis had been disregarded for nearly a century, when
atherosclerosis was believed to be caused by high blood
cholesterol levels. A growing body of evidence revealed
the role of inflammation in atherogenic processes by the end
of the twentieth century, when the cholesterol hypothesis
was challenged, and The New England journal of medicine
published Russell Ross’s blunt description of atherosclero-
sis as an inflammatory disorder in 1999 [20]; since then,
atherosclerosis is considered an inflammatory disease and
several studies have been performed on this matter.

The pathology of atherosclerosis is characterized by
persistent inflammation and failure to resolve the inflam-
mation. In actual fact, by introducing atherogenic (apoB
100-containing) lipoproteins into the subendothelial space,
an inflammatory milieu, which contributes to leukocyte re-
cruitment and the elevated production of cytokines and in-
terleukins, is maintained [21,22]. As well, to maintain
plaque formation and growth, other inflammation-causing
cells such as T cells, mast cells, and dendritic cells con-
tribute by enhancing cytokine production and signaling in-
volving interferon-γ and tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-
α) [23,24]. In the plaque’s necrotic core are lipid-laden
macrophages and vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMCs),
along with leukocytes resulting from failed macrophage ef-
ferocytosis [25].

Further, as athero-thrombosis evolves, inflammation
also plays a critical role at multiple stages. Atherosclero-
sis is notorious for its thrombotic complications, which are
dreaded and dramatic [26]. In the past few decades, a great
deal of interest has been focused on thrombosis triggered
by the rupture of the protective fibrous cap of a plaque [27].
Plaques that are vulnerable to rupture exhibit a thin fibrous
cap, a large lipid-filled necrotic core, and continuous in-
flammation (typically manifested by macrophage infiltra-
tion) [28,29].

Overall, the quality of the cap overlying the lipid core
influences the risk of plaque rupture. A ruptured plaque
occurs when the interplay between cap strength and local
plaque stress is disrupted. The local plaque stress is a result
of the high fibrous cap stiffness and the high endothelial
shear stress [30,31]. In a postmortem study of 113 male ca-
davers, it was found that most ruptured plaques had a thin
fibrous cap with a mean thickness of 23 µm and 95%with a
thickness of<64 µm [32]. Thin-cap fibroatheroma is there-
fore referred to as the specific histopathological description
of this rupture-prone plaque [33,34].

In this case, the fibrous cap that overlies the lipid core
of the plaque is fractured or fissured. Fibrous cap disruption
is associated with the activation of adaptive immunity [35].
Mechanistically, plaques are stabilized by SMCs and col-
lagen. The transforming growth factor-β secreted by regu-
latory T (Treg) cells stimulates the maturation of extracel-
lular collagen and positively influences collagen synthesis
by SMCs [36,37]. Collagen that is mature is responsible
for providing mechanical strength to the fibrous cap, while
interferon‑γ produced by activated T-helper 1 lymphocytes
is a powerful destabilizing agent that inhibits SMC differ-
entiation and proliferation as well as collagen production
and maturation [36,38,39]. In addition, matrix metallopro-
teinases deteriorate collagen fibers and promote plaque vul-
nerability [40,41]. Plaque ruptures are commonly found
with mast cells, which release proteases that are responsi-
ble for degrading the matrix and activating matrix metal-
loproteinases [42]. Among cellular sources of metallopro-
teinases in plaques, macrophages, SMCs, and endothelial
cells (ECs) are also important [40].

A ruptured atherosclerotic plaque entraps platelets that
adhere to the disrupted endothelium. In turn, the platelet
glycoprotein (GP) Ibα receptor interacts with both the A1
domains of von Willebrand factor (vWF), anchored to col-
lagen by its A3 domain, and to P-selectin, for further in-
terplay between GPIbα and vWF and the formation of
thrombus [43,44]. Activation and aggregation of platelets
through the collagen receptors GPIa/IIa as well as GPVI
also contribute to the development of platelet-rich throm-
bus [44,45]. Furthermore, the coagulation cascade is trig-
gered when blood coagulation proteins gain access to the
atherosclerotic plaque tissue factor (TF), mainly expressed
in foam cells and lipid-laden VSMCs, which leads to fib-
rin cross-linking and thrombus stabilization [43]. There is
continual recruitment of platelets, triggered by locally ac-
cumulating mediators including thromboxane A2, adeno-
sine diphosphate (ADP), which interacts with G-coupled-
protein purinoreceptors (P2Y1 and P2Y12), and thrombin.
Through activation of protease activated receptor (PAR)-
1 and PAR-4, thrombin induces several G protein-coupled
signaling pathways, resulting in alteration of platelets’
shape, release of dense granule contents, production of
TXA2, accumulation of GP IIb/IIIa, and thrombin produc-
tion, as well as the subsequent thrombotic coronary occlu-
sion [44].

Also, pathology studies indicated that fibrous plaques
without rupture may contribute to thrombotic events. It is
likely that elevated low-density lipoprotein (LDL) levels fa-
cilitate the formation of atheroma and contribute to plaque
disruption in general. In an era of substantial lipid lowering,
the decline in the lipid content and the increase in fibrous
tissue within plaques, which renders these lesions lipid-
poor, making erosion a viable contribution to the residual
burden of ACS in patients with plaques, despite highly in-
tensive lipid treatment [46,47].
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It is still unclear precisely what the typical microstruc-
tural characteristics of eroded plaques are; however, well
recognized features include an absence of endothelial lining
overlying a plaque rich in SMCs and extracellular matrix
components, especially hyaluronan, with smaller lipid and
necrotic cores, fewer macrophages, and less inflammation
as compared to ruptured plaques [48]. Therefore, plaque
erosion exhibits an intact and thick fibrous cap and involves
a discontinuity in the intimal endothelial lining; in eroded
plaques, a platelet-rich white thrombus that develops does
not interact with the plaque’s core.

The underlying pathophysiology of plaque erosion is
not well understood even though it is identified as an alter-
native mechanism for thrombosis and a significant cause
of sudden death [49]; however, this is likely to involve
a distinct pathophysiology. It is of note that the combi-
nation of multifactorial mechanisms, such as dysregulated
hyaluronan cleavage, endothelial dysfunction, toll-like re-
ceptor (TLR) signaling, leukocyte activation, andmodifica-
tion of sub-endothelial matrix by ECs or SMCs, may lead
to loss of adhesion to the extracellular matrix or endothelial
apoptosis, causing erosion [50].

In plaque erosion that is complicated by thrombosis,
neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) are particularly asso-
ciated, which propagate a low-level inflammation on the lu-
minal endothelium [51]. Specifically, ECs in atheroscle-
rotic plaques express Toll-like receptor 2 (TLR2) which
can detect bacterial products as well as extracellular gly-
cosaminoglycans. Atherogenesis involves a disturbed flow,
which triggers lesion-specific over-expression of TLR2 in
ECs [52]. Exogenous, as well as endogenous ligands
such as agonists released during tissue damage or apopto-
sis, cholesterol crystals or hyaluronic acid, activate TLR2
[51]. Myeloid differentiation primary response gene 88
and other signaling adapters enable TLR-ligation to in-
duce nuclear factor kappa B (NF-κB) activation, which
leads to expression of adhesion molecules such as inter-
cellular adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM-1) or E-selectin and
chemoattractants, activation of interferon- and proinflam-
matory cytokine pathways, and production of matrix met-
alloproteinases [51].

The activation of NF-κB through TLR2 may facilitate
disruption of EC-to-extracellular matrix contacts, EC apop-
tosis, and the desquamation of the endothelial monolayer
characteristic of eroded plaque at sites with flow perturba-
tion that favors plaque erosion [51]. Neutrophil recruitment
is facilitated by the release of chemokines led by IL-8 from
ECs [52]. As neutrophils localize at sites of plaque ero-
sion and then are activated, proteases are released, form-
ing NETs, damaging ECs and trapping leukocytes [51]. It
is observed in human specimens that neutrophils are co-
localized with patches of TLR2 expression. Consequently,
the number of adherent neutrophils is negatively correlated
with the continuity of the endothelium, a process that is me-
diated by TLR2-mediated activation of the ECs [52]. De-

pletion of neutrophils or inhibition of neutrophil adhesion
prevented endothelial erosion, thereby substantiating neu-
trophils’ role in this pathophysiology.

NETs are composed of unwound nuclear DNA, which
is loaded with neutrophil granular proteins, provides a
fibrin-like base for platelet adhesion, activation, and ag-
gregation; facilitates the accumulation of prothrombotic
molecules, such as vWF and fibrinogen; and contributes to
erythrocyte adhesion, all of which potentially lead to throm-
bus formation [53]. The subendothelial matrix and throm-
bogenic components may also be exposed when endothelial
cells detach, leading to white thrombus formation and ves-
sel occlusion [54].

Besides, CD4+ and CD8+ T lymphocytes as well as
their secretory products such as granulysin, perforin, and
granzyme A are localized at the site of plaque erosion com-
pared with plaque rupture [55]. Granzyme A, granulysin,
and perforin mediated EC death ex vivo, suggesting their
involvement in plaque erosion as mediators of direct cyto-
toxic effects of locally enriched CD8+ T lymphocytes [55].

There is another piece to the jigsaw of pathophysiol-
ogy of plaque erosion provided by an observation which
indicates that genetically determined differences may con-
tribute to pro-inflammatory changes in hyaluronan splicing
into the pro-inflammatory isoform by a specific enzyme iso-
form called hyaluronidase 2 (HYAL2), which together with
the hyaluronan binding protein (CD44v6) seems to be el-
evated in plaque erosion, demonstrating a crucial role for
hyaluronan in eroded plaques [56].

In summary, there is a growing body of evidence sug-
gesting that, with endothelial activation and dysfunction as
the common initiating factor, plaque rupture is lipid-driven
and induced by macrophages, whereas endothelial damage
is caused by neutrophils, which lead to plaque erosion. Fur-
thermore, an eroded plaque typically forms a thrombus rich
in platelets, and more myeloperoxidase-positive inflamma-
tory cells, known as a white thrombus, as opposed to a red
thrombus mainly comprising fibrin and erythrocytes that is
associated with plaque rupture [57].

In light of the increasing importance of plaque erosion
as a hallmark of culprit lesions in ACS, this shift in epidemi-
ology has led to plaque erosion being the primary mech-
anism in non-ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction
(non-STEMI) [58]. As such, plaques with intact fibrous
caps, which are considered a separate ACS entity, entail a
more tailored treatment approach since plaque erosion ex-
hibits distinct optical, microscopic, and molecular charac-
teristics from plaque rupture.

Although as of today, current standards of care man-
date immediate stenting for ST-elevationmyocardial infarc-
tion, and often an early invasive strategy with stenting for
many cases of non-STEMI, which is referred to as such a
“one-size-fits-all” clinical strategy [59], the findings from
the EROSION study, which investigated the concept of dual
antiplatelet treatment with aspirin and ticagrelor without
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stenting the culprit lesion in patients with residual diame-
ter stenosis<70% on coronary angiography and diagnosed
with plaque erosion by optical coherence tomography, and
it was found that a 50% decline in thrombus volume was
seen in 78.3% of patients after 30 days along with the ma-
jority 92.5% of patients remaining free of major cardiovas-
cular events for up to 1 year, provided a proof of concept for
the possibility that intensive antithrombotic treatment with-
out stenting may offer patients with plaque erosion a better
therapeutic option [60,61].

In addition, this paradigm change from invasive
to noninvasive pharmacological treatment of plaque ero-
sion has been strengthened by recent findings that eroded
plaques may even spontaneously heal, resulting in layered
appearance of plaque erosion as indicated by optical coher-
ence tomography, but nevertheless require attention with
the need for new therapeutic approaches due to their higher
local inflammation and vulnerability to developing occlu-
sive thrombosis [62,63]. Aside from these concepts rele-
vant to antithrombotic treatment, such specific targets as
NETosis, HYAL2, myeloperoxidase, and CD44v6 seem
promising for plaque erosion therapy [58].

However, even if recent decades have seen signifi-
cant improvements in the treatment of ASCVD, with early
mechanical intervention as well as aggressive lipid mod-
ification, unfortunately, there are still some patients who
succumb to acute athero-thrombotic events and suffer from
residual risks due to poorly controlled inflammation [64,
65].

Recently, the Canakinumab Anti-inflammatory
Thrombosis Outcome Study (CANTOS) trial and Low-
Dose Colchicine after Myocardial Infarction (COLCOT)
trial establish inflammation in atherosclerosis as a clinical
reality, showing that lowering the inflammatory burden
leads to a reduction in future cardiovascular events ir-
respective of lipid changes [66–68]. In CANTOS trial,
10,061 stable patients with previous myocardial infarction
and high sensitivity C-reactive protein assay (hsCRP),
greater than 2 mg/L, despite maximally tolerated statin
treatment were enrolled in the study [66]. Canakinumab,
a monoclonal antibody inhibitor of the inflammatory
cytokine interleukin (IL)-1β, not only showed significant
reductions of IL-6 and hsCRP by up to 40%–60%, but
was also linked to markedly reduced major adverse cardio-
vascular events such as non-fatal myocardial infarction or
stroke and cardiovascular death overall by 15%, and by
25% in those with on-treatment hsCRP level lower than
2 mg/L [66,69]. This was followed by COLCOT trial
which investigated a second preventive treatment strategy
after recent myocardial infarction using the non-selective
anti-inflammatory agent colchicine or placebo. The results
of the study showed that a low dose of colchicine of 0.5 mg
daily reduced the risk of ischemic ASCVD events (primary
endpoint of death, resuscitated cardiac arrest, ACS, stroke,
and hospitalization for angina requiring revascularisation)

by 23% after a median follow up of 22.6 months compared
with placebo in patients recruited in the first 30 days after
a myocardial infarction (n = 4755) [67]. The COLCOT
observation has recently been extended to patients with
stable coronary artery disease in the LoDoCo2 study
(n = 5522) [68]. The LoDoCo2 trial, which followed
the open-label LoDoCo trial which involved only 532
patients with stable coronary artery disease, demonstrated
a similar positive outcome to COLCOT—a reduction of
31% with colchicine 0.5 mg daily in terms of the primary
cardiovascular disease endpoint compared to placebo after
a median follow-up of 28.6 months [70]. In this respect,
low-dose colchicine may now be considered for secondary
prevention of cardiovascular disease, particularly if other
risk factors are not sufficiently controlled or in the case of
recurrent events under optimal therapy according to the
2021 ESC Guidelines on cardiovascular disease prevention
in clinical practice [71].

Thus, from being simply a disorder of pathological
lipid deposition, our understanding of ASCVD has evolved
into a disease that is unarguably triggered by chronic in-
flammation that initiates a multitude of biochemical and
histologic events that result in the initiation and progres-
sion of atherosclerotic plaque and the triggering of rupture
or erosion causing acute thrombosis [72,73].

Due to inflammation as a final pathway of risk fac-
tors such as hypertension, diabetes, smoking, central obe-
sity, and chronic immune-inflammatory diseases as well as
an independent driver of atherogenesis [41,74], there has
been extensive investigation into the link between inflam-
mation and ASCVD, resulting in an ongoing interest which
is reflected by the growing number of papers published ev-
ery year. However, the exponentially increasing volume of
publications renders it impossible to identify high-impact
research and to keep up to date with the latest findings. In
this sense, there is an opportunity to respond to the demands
with the bibliometric approaches, since they enable us to
explore the structure, productivity, progress, quality, im-
pact, and interconnection of scientific work in greater detail
[75,76].

In this light, the present study aims to identify the ma-
jor trends in ASCVD and inflammation research with a par-
ticular focus on qualitative research at three levels: micro
(that of individuals and research groups), meso (the institu-
tional) and macro (the national), the body of knowledge,
as well as shifts in research topics with the bibliometric
methodology.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Source of the Data and Search Strategy

The search was performed using the Science Cita-
tion Index Expanded of the Web of Science Core Col-
lection (WOSCC) of Clarivate Analytics on a single day.
The following search strategy was used to identify relevant
publications: (((TI=((“heart arrest”) OR (“sudden cardiac
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death”) OR (“cardiac arrest”) OR (“acute coronary syn-
drome*”) OR (angina*) OR (coronary NEAR/2 (disease*
OR syndrome* OR occlus* OR reocclus* OR re-occlus*
OR steno* OR restenos* OR obstruct* OR lesio* OR
block* OR harden* OR stiffen* OR obliter* OR thromo*))
OR ((heart OR cardiac ORmyocardial) NEAR/2 (isch?em*
OR attack* OR infarct*)) OR (“cardiogenic shock”) OR
(STEMI OR NonSTEMI OR Non-STEMI OR NSTEMI)
OR (“myocardial reperfusion injury”) OR (“arterial occlu-
sive disease*”) OR (arteriosclero* OR arteriolosclero* OR
atherosclero*) OR (“peripheral arter* disease*” OR “cere-
brovascular accident*”) OR (carotid stenosis) OR (“cere-
bral vascular disorder*” OR “cerebral vascular disease*”
OR “cerebrovasc* disorder*” OR “cerebrovasc* disease*”)
OR (((brain* OR cerebral OR lacunar) NEAR/2 (infarct*
OR isch?em*)) OR stroke*) OR (brain NEAR/2 accident*)
OR apoplexy OR ((intracranial OR intra-cranial) NEAR/2
(hemorrhage* OR emboli* OR thromo*)) OR (ASCVDOR
“atherosclerotic CVD” OR “atherosclerotic cardiovascular
disease*” OR “atherosclerotic cardio-vascular disease*”)
OR (“myocardial revascularization”) OR (angioplast*) OR
(“coronary atherectom*”) OR (“coronary artery” NEAR/2
(bypass OR by-pass OR anastomosis)) OR ((cardiac OR
heart) NEAR/2 catheterization*) OR (PCI OR “percuta-
neous coronary intervention*” OR PTCA OR CABG)))
AND TS=((inflam* OR “c reactive protein*” OR “acute-
phase protein*” OR interleukin* OR “tumo$r necrosis fac-
tor*” OR cytokine* OR interferon* OR chemokine*)))
ANDDT=(Article)) AND LA=(English). The timespan for
data retrieval was set from March 10, 2012 until March 10,
2022. The bibliometric information of the publications was
collected and imported into CiteSpace and VOSviewer for
analysis.

2.2 Data Analysis

An information visualization tool, CiteSpace 5.8.R3
(Drexel University, Philadelphia, USA), which was devel-
oped by Drexel University Professor Chaomei Chen, was
used in the present study. CiteSpace examines three crite-
ria for detecting abrupt changes in the network: burst detec-
tion, betweenness centrality, and heterogeneous networks,
all of which are able to detect abrupt changes in a timely
fashion, indicate a research front’s nature, and label a spe-
cialty [77–79]. VOSviewer v1.6.10.0 (Rapenburg 70, 2311
EZ Leiden, Netherlands), another bibliometric software de-
veloped by Professors Van Eck and Waltman from Leiden
University, has text mining capabilities to process large-
scale data for mapping and clustering of the scientific lit-
erature [80].

We evaluated the annual growth of publications with
GraphPad Prism 9 software (GraphPad Software Inc., San
Diego, CA, USA) in the present study. CiteSpace was used
to (a) visualize scientific research cooperation networks in-
volving micro-author cooperation, meso-institutional coop-
eration, and macro-national cooperation; (b) perform a co-

citation analysis of references, and (c) detect the citation
bursts of references and keywords. VOSviewer was applied
to conduct keyword co-occurrence analysis. The Sankey di-
agrams (three-field plot) summarized the relationships be-
tween prolific authors, their collaborators, and the collabo-
rators’ institutions.

To show acknowledged funders of published research,
InCites, available in Web of Science, was used to analyze
the resulting publication set.

3. Results
3.1 Publication Output

There were 19,053 studies collected for bibliographic
records. The number of publications per year is presented
in Fig. 1. On the whole, the scientific production from 2012
to 2021 has increased over time and falls into roughly three
phases.

Fig. 1. The number of articles published annually in ASCVD
and inflammation research.

From 2012 to 2015, it was the initial period which
showed a continuous upward trend, where the number of
publications rose from 1061 to 1864. Growth was flat after
2015 and continued until 2018. During the third stage from
2019 through 2021, a period of rapid growth then occurred
and the output reached the maximum in 2021 (2609).

3.2 Countries or Regions and Institutions Analysis

Between 2012 and 2022, a total of 628 institutions
from 135 countries or regions conducted studies related to
the field. Table 1 shows the performance of the top 10 coun-
tries or regions and institutions. The top 10 countries or re-
gions were primarily distributed across Asia, Europe, and
North America; Asia (8654, 45.42%) and Europe (4426,
23.23%) were the top highest-output regions, and North
America (4306, 22.60%) followed behind as the third rank.
Among them, the top three countries were China (6232,
32.71%), the USA (4306, 22.60%), and Germany (1348,
7.08%).

As for the analysis of institutions, the leading research
organization for publications on this topic was Capital Med
Univ (410, 2.15%), followed by Shanghai Jiao Tong Univ
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Fig. 2. Network of countries and regions engaged in ASCVD and inflammation research.

Table 1. The top 10 countries or regions and institutions involved in ASCVD and inflammation research.
Rank Country Centrality Count (% of 19,053) Rank Institutions Centrality Count (% of 19,053)

1 China 0.02 6232 (32.71) 1 Capital Med Univ (China) 0.03 410 (2.15)
2 the USA 0.1 4306 (22.60) 2 Shanghai Jiao Tong Univ (China) 0.01 295 (1.55)
3 Germany 0.01 1348 (7.08) 3 Huazhong Univ Sci & Technol (China) 0.01 279 (1.46)
4 Japan 0.03 1013 (5.32) 4 Shandong Univ (China) 0 270 (1.42)
5 England 0.2 918 (4.82) 5 Harvard Med Sch (the USA) 0 229 (1.20)
6 Italy 0.03 821 (4.31) 6 Univ Washington (the USA) 0.01 228 (1.20)
7 the Netherlands 0.03 746 (3.92) 7 China Med Univ (China) 0.03 227 (1.19)
8 Turkey 0.03 743 (3.90) 7 Nanjing Med Univ (China) 0.03 222 (1.16)
9 South Korea 0 666 (3.49) 8 Karolinska Inst (Sweden) 0.02 220 (1.15)
10 Sweden 0.06 593 (3.11) 9 Harvard Univ (the USA) 0.01 207 (1.09)

(295, 1.55%), and Huazhong Univ Sci & Technol (279,
1.46%).

Specifically, three levels of scientific collaboration
network analysis are presented, namely the micro-author,
the meso-institutional, and the macro-national. In Fig. 2,
each node represents a country or region, and the volume
associated with each node corresponds to the number of
publications it shares. There is a bidirectional relation-

ship between the two countries as indicated by the con-
necting curve, and the thickness of the curve signifies the
strength of the bidirectional cooperation. The nodes with
a high betweenness centrality greater than 0.1 (e.g., those
linked with over 10% of the nodes in the entire network)
are identified by purple rings. The more connections an
individual nation possesses, the greater its influence or be-
tweenness centrality is in the network [81]. For example,
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Fig. 3. Network of institutions engaged in ASCVD and inflammation research.

the USA cooperated frequently with Canada, Mexico, Ar-
gentina, Colombia, Peru, Spain, South Korea, China, Thai-
land, Japan, Iran, Lebanon, Jordan, Australia, Ethiopia, and
Uganda. England worked closely with the USA, Canada,
Uruguay, Finland, Norway, Italy, Luxembourg, Hungary,
Sweden, France, Denmark, Germany, Greece, the Nether-
lands, Czechia, Sweden, Switzerland, Romania, Serbia,
Spain, Malaysia, Singapore, Iran, India, Pakistan, Malawi,
South Africa, Nigeria, and Ghana.

The publication volumes of Canada (n = 537) and
Switzerland (n = 314) did not place them among the
top ten, ranking as the twelfth and nineteenth, respec-
tively, but they maintained extensive collaborative relation-
ships in this field. The main collaborators with Canada
were the USA, Cuba, Mexico, Ecuador, Luxembourg,
Switzerland, Iceland, Poland, France, Switzerland, Sri
Lanka, Iran, Philippines, Lebanon, Oman, Singapore, Is-
rael, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, Thailand, Viet-
nam, Kuwait, and Australia. The main countries that
collaborated with Switzerland were Canada, Brazil, the
Netherlands, Czechia, England, Hungary, Belgium, Bul-
garia, Luxembourg, Liechtenstein, Italy, Spain, Germany,
France, Latvia, Denmark, Russia, Senegal, South Africa,
Israel, Turkey, and Japan.

In Fig. 3, it can be seen that inter-institutional collabo-
rations have remained globally scattered, with cooperation
between domestic institutions being closer. For example,
Capital Med Univ had close cooperation with China Acad
Chinese Med Sci,China Med Univ, China Acad Chinese
Med Sci, China Natl Clin Res Ctr Neurol Dis, Beijing Inst
Heart Lung & Blood Vessel Dis, Beijing Inst Brain Dis-
orders, Peoples Hosp Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Reg,
Chinese Acad Med Sci & Peking Union Med Coll. Jilin
Univ, and Peking Univ. China Med Univ cooperated fre-
quently with Capital Med Univ, Chang Gung Univ, Chung
Shan Med Univ, China Med Univ Hosp, Taipei Med Univ
Hosp, I Shou Univ, Zhejiang Univ, and Asia Univ.

3.3 Authors

A total of 594 authors published papers related to AS-
CVD and inflammation. As shown in Table 2, Christian
Weber was the top contributor (75, 0.39%), followed by
Mary Cushman (46, 0.24%), and Edward A Fisher (39,
0.20%). The top authors by betweenness centrality were
Christie M Ballantyne (0.14) and Peter Libby (0.12).

Fig. 4 presents the authors’ collaboration network.
Isolated authors or authors with no connecting curves with
others are devoid of any collaboration. Christie M Ballan-
tyne, Peter Libby, Wolfgang Koenig, and Oliver Soehn-
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Fig. 4. Network of authors in ASCVD and inflammation research.

Table 2. The top 10 authors of ASCVD and inflammation research.
Rank Author Count (% of 19,053) Centrality

1 Christian Weber (Germany) 75 (0.39) 0.04
2 Mary Cushman (the USA) 46 (0.24) 0.01
3 Edward A Fisher (the USA) 39 (0.20) 0.07
4 Pål Aukrust (Norway) 38 (0.20) 0.01
4 Esther Lutgens (Germany) 38 (0.20) 0.05
5 Christie M Ballantyne (the USA) 36 (0.19) 0.14
6 François Mach (Switzerland) 31 (0.16) 0.01
6 Peter Libby (the USA) 31 (0.16) 0.12
7 Myung Ho Jeong (South Korea) 30 (0.16) 0
7 Jan Nilsson (Sweden) 30 (0.16) 0.01
7 Matthias Nahrendorf (the USA) 30 (0.16) 0.06
8 Gerard Pasterkamp (the Netherlands) 29 (0.15) 0.01
9 Michael J Blaha (the USA) 28 (0.15) 0.01
9 Yun Zhang (China) 28 (0.15) 0.02
9 Ziad Mallat (England) 28 (0.15) 0.06
10 Aaron R Folsom (the USA) 26 (0.14) 0.01

lein played a central role in their respective collaborating
networks. We thus took a closer look at their collabora-
tive community as shown in Supplementary Figs. 1–4 by
Sankey diagrams. The Sankey diagrams list these prolific

authors (left field), their collaborators (middle field), and
their co-authors’ institutions (right field). The Sankey dia-
gram is a type of flowchart in which the width of the band
shows the amount of flow, so the wider the band, the greater
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Table 3. Top 10 journal and top 10 co-cited journals in ASCVD and inflammation research.

Rank Journal
Count

(% of 19053)
IF JCR Rank Co-cited Journal

Count
(% of 471016)

IF JCR

1 PloS one (the USA) 706 (3.71) 3.752 Q2 1 Circulation (the USA) 13276 (2.81) 39.918 Q1
2 Atherosclerosis (Ireland) 492 (2.58) 6.847 Q1 2 Arteriosclerosis, thrombosis, and

vascular biology (the USA)
8065 (1.71) 10.514 Q1

3 Scientific reports (England) 347 (1.82) 4.996 Q2 3 The New England journal of
medicine (the USA)

7983 (1.70) 176.079 Q1

4 Arteriosclerosis, thrombosis, and
vascular biology (the USA)

345 (1.81) 10.514 Q1 4 Journal of the American College
of Cardiology (the USA)

7931 (1.68) 27.203 Q1

5 Journal of the American Heart
Association (England)

254 (1.33) 6.106 Q2 5 Atherosclerosis (Ireland) 7741 (1.63) 6.847 Q1

6 International journal of cardiology (the
Netherlands)

238 (1.25) 4.039 Q2 6 PloS one (the USA) 7396 (1.57) 3.752 Q2

7 Journal of stroke and cerebrovascular
diseases: the official journal of National

Stroke Association (the USA)

197 (1.03) 2.677 Q3 7 Circulation research (the USA) 6847 (1.45) 23.213 Q1

8 Stroke (the USA) 191 (1.00) 10.17 Q1 8 European heart journal (England) 5884 (1.25) 35.855 Q1
9 Experimental and therapeutic medicine

(Greece)
173 (0.91) 2.751 Q4 9 Stroke (the USA) 5474 (1.16) 10.17 Q1

10 Circulation research (the USA) 152 (0.79) 23.213 Q1 10 Lancet (England) 5422 (1.15) 202.731 Q1

the flow quantity. As a result, these figures also indicate the
number of publications that have been co-authored.

In addition, Qiutang Zeng, Junbo Ge, Yun Zhang,
Mary Cushman, Ingebjørg Seljeflot, Filippo Crea, Pål
Aukrust, Esther Lutgens, François Mach, Youngkeun Ahn,
and Joan Montaner who were detected with strong bursts
revealed high scholarly activity recently.

3.4 Journals and Co-Cited Academic Journals
The field of ASCVD and inflammation was covered

by 1979 journals. The top 10 productive journal outlets
which pooled 3095 (16.24%) papers are presented in Ta-
ble 3.

The top three prolific journals were PloS one (706,
3.71%), Atherosclerosis (492, 2.58%) and Scientific reports
(347, 1.82%). Publishers of the productive journals are lo-
cated in the USA and Europe (Ireland, England, the Nether-
lands, andGreece). These journals had an impact factor (IF)
ranging from 2.677 to 23.213. Moreover, 80% of the active
journals were classified as Q1 or Q2.

Referencing other scientific publications is a regular
feature of scientific publications. This generates further
networks, such as bibliographic coupling or co-citation net-
works. It is through these networks that meaningful prop-
erties of the underlying research system are captured, and
specifically, the influence of different bibliometric units,
such as documents and journals, are determined. Biblio-
graphic coupling occurs when at least one cited source ap-
pears in both articles’ bibliographies or reference lists [82].
The co-citation of two articles occurs when both are cited
in a third article [83,84]. As such, co-citation serves as a
counterpart to bibliographic coupling.

Co-citation analysis is an established method for iden-
tifying research domains, for example the research orien-
tations in a field, and it is based on the assumption that
the references cited together in an article have intellectual
affinities [83,84]. A co-citation can be examined at differ-
ent levels: the publications per se, the cited authors, and
the cited journals. A journal co-citation analysis calculates
the frequency with which articles from two journals are co-
cited in other articles. The high co-citation of two journals
indicates that the two journals have a strong semantic rela-
tionship; in addition, high co-citations of a journal are in-
dicative of this journal being a prominent source containing
papers concerning ASCVD and inflammation, which have
been co-cited by other articles.

Similar to productive journals, the top 10 co-cited
journals were from the USA and Europe (Ireland, Eng-
land, the Netherlands, and Greece). The highest-ranking
journal was Circulation, with 13,276 co-citations and an
IF of 39.918. The second was Arteriosclerosis, thrombo-
sis, and vascular biology, with 8065 co-citations and an
IF of 10.514. The third was The New England journal
of medicine, with 7983 co-citations and an IF of 176.079.
All the highly co-cited journals had an IF above 5.000 ex-
cluding PloS one (3.752 IF). Lancet had the highest IF of
202.731. In addition, journals in the Q1 accounted for 90%
of the highly co-cited journals. There is a concurrence
of PloS one, Atherosclerosis, Arteriosclerosis, thrombosis,
and vascular biology, Stroke, and Circulation research in
the prolific journals and highly co-cited ones.

3.5 Acknowledged Funders

Our next step was to identify which organizations are
acknowledged funders of published research. InCites offers
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Fig. 5. Distribution of publications over all acknowledged research funders in ASCVD and inflammation research.

Table 4. Top 10 co-cited references in ASCVD and inflammation research.
Rank Reference Journal Citation Year
1 Antiinflammatory Therapy with Canakinumab for Atherosclerotic Disease The New England journal of medicine 555 2017
2 Efficacy and Safety of Low-Dose Colchicine after Myocardial Infarction The New England journal of medicine 123 2019
3 Local proliferation dominates lesional macrophage accumulation in atherosclerosis Nature medicine 105 2013
4 Myocardial infarction accelerates atherosclerosis Nature 89 2012
5 Low-Dose Methotrexate for the Prevention of Atherosclerotic Events The New England journal of medicine 72 2019
6 Evolocumab and Clinical Outcomes in Patients with Cardiovascular Disease The New England journal of medicine 71 2017
7 Relationship of C-reactive protein reduction to cardiovascular event reduction fol-

lowing treatment with canakinumab: a secondary analysis from the CANTOS ran-
domised controlled trial

Lancet 67 2018

8 Large-scale association analysis identifies new risk loci for coronary artery disease Nature genetics 64 2013
9 A prospective natural-history study of coronary atherosclerosis The New England journal of medicine 63 2011
10 NLRP3 inflammasomes are required for atherogenesis and activated by cholesterol

crystals
Nature 62 2010

analysis opportunities for identifying and analyzing the fun-
ders of published research based on their acknowledgments.
However, not all publications listed their funding sources:
10570 of the 19053 publications in our dataset acknowl-
edged a funder, which equals 55.48%. In addition, Web of
Science may not have collected the funding data for some
of the older publications included in this set, explaining the
absence of acknowledged funders.

Overall, ASCVD and inflammation research was
funded by a variety of organizations as shown in Fig. 5.
Based on the publications that acknowledged a funder,
28.3% of publications have been funded by the National
Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC). In addition,
NIH consists of 27 individual institutes and centers, each
with their own research agenda, focusing on a different area
of research. In regards to ASCVD and inflammation re-
search in the USA, various institutes and centers are recog-
nized as funders, with research emphasis ranging from car-
diology, respirology, and haematology to nephrology, di-
abetology, and gastroenterology, reflecting the variety of
lines of research. European funding sources from Great
Britain, Germany, and Switzerland were also active in this
field.

Although citations cannot provide an explanation for
why researchers cited a particular paper, nor can they re-

flect the quality of research and the conclusions described
in a manuscript, they do provide an indication of the rep-
utation of an entity as a contributor to the field [85]. An
author’s or group’s credit and the impact of a particular
work can be proportionately related to the number of ci-
tation records, that is, a higher number of citation records is
an indication of the manuscript’s contribution to the current
body of knowledge [86]. Therefore, we looked at the the
number of citations in this field by funding sources (Fig. 6).
According to the analysis, there was no identifiable corre-
lation between the number of citations and the number of
publications funded by a single source, since the number of
citations received by articles supported by funding bodies
of the USA ranked first, despite the fact that the USA came
second in terms of publication volume.

3.6 Co-Cited References and References with Citation
Bursts

In Table 4, we presented the most co-cited papers
among the 1185 co-cited references. Of these refer-
ences, Antiinflammatory Therapy with Canakinumab for
Atherosclerotic Disease [66], published in The New Eng-
land journal of medicine, was themost co-cited (555, 2017),
followed by Efficacy and Safety of Low-Dose Colchicine
after Myocardial Infarction [67], published in The New
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Fig. 6. Number of citations of publications by funding agencies in ASCVD and inflammation research.

Table 5. Top 5 co-cited references with the highest betweenness centrality in ASCVD and inflammation research.
Rank Reference Journal Centrality Year

1 Local proliferation dominates lesional macrophage accumulation in atherosclerosis Nature medicine 0.35 2013
2 Myocardial infarction accelerates atherosclerosis Nature 0.24 2012
3 Detecting human coronary inflammation by imaging perivascular fat Science translational medicine 0.22 2017
4 Identification of a novel macrophage phenotype that develops in response to athero-

genic phospholipids via Nrf2
Circulation research 0.2 2010

4 Brown fat activation reduces hypercholesterolaemia and protects from atherosclero-
sis development

Nature communications 0.2 2015

5 Microglia/macrophage polarization dynamics reveal novel mechanism of injury ex-
pansion after focal cerebral ischemia

Stroke 0.18 2012

England journal of medicine (123, 2019), and Local pro-
liferation dominates lesional macrophage accumulation in
atherosclerosis [87], published in Nature medicine (105,
2013).

As shown in Table 5, the highest-ranked co-cited ref-
erences by betweenness centrality were published from
2010 to 2015. Among them, Local proliferation domi-
nates lesional macrophage accumulation in atherosclero-
sis [87], published in Nature medicine, received the highest
betweenness centrality (0.35), followed by Myocardial in-
farction accelerates atherosclerosis [88], published in Na-
ture (0.24), andDetecting human coronary inflammation by
imaging perivascular fat [89], published in Science trans-
lational medicine (0.22).

With Kleinberg’s algorithm, burst detection is able to
model the times and strengths when certain features gain a
lot of prominence. The top 25 references with the strongest
citation bursts are shown in Fig. 7. In the map, Year rep-
resents the earliest year in which the reference appeared.
Strength represents the citation strength. Time interval is
shown as a blue line. The red segment shows the year of the
beginning and end of each citation burst. The referencewith
the strongest citation burst of 93.03 entitled “Antiinflamma-
tory Therapy with Canakinumab for Atherosclerotic Dis-
ease” published in The New England journal of medicine
was written by Ridker PM et al. [66], followed by Progress
and challenges in translating the biology of atherosclerosis
[90], published in Nature, with a citation burst of 57.89,
and The immune system in atherosclerosis [91], published
in Nature immunology, with a citation burst of 51.34.
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Fig. 7. Top 25 references with strong citation bursts in ASCVD and inflammation research.

Table 6. Top 20 keywords with the highest count in ASCVD and inflammation research.
Rank Keywords Count Centrality Rank Keywords Count Centrality

1 low grade inflammation 5643 0.01 11 endothelial dysfunction 1006 0
2 cardiovascular risk factor 3865 0 12 oxidative stress 967 0.01
3 gene expression 3293 0.01 13 macrophage activation 852 0
4 coronary artery disease 3068 0 14 chronic heart failure 843 0
5 atherogenesis 2348 0 15 LDL 793 0
6 CRP 2098 0 16 TNF-α 772 0
7 acute myocardial infarction 1964 0 17 ischemia reperfusion injury 759 0.01
8 mortality 1404 0 18 NF-κB 695 0
9 focal cerebral ischemia 1385 0 apoptosis 654 0
10 acute ischemic stroke 1294 0 19 VSMC 639 0

3.6 Keywords Analysis

A keyword refers to a term that captures the essence
of the topic of a document. Here we studied the keywords,
considering them essential indicators of the underlying con-
cepts in ASCVD and inflammation research. In total, 1152
keywords were extracted after excluding irrelevant key-
words and combining keywords that had the same semantic
meaning.

Table 6 presents the meaningful keywords that most
frequently occurred in ASCVD and inflammation research.
These keywords included low grade inflammation (5643,
0.01), cardiovascular risk factor (3865, 0), gene expres-
sion (3293, 0.01), coronary artery disease (3068, 0), CRP
(2098, 0), acute myocardial infarction (1964, 0), and mor-
tality (1404, 0).

The co-occurrence concept is described as an indicator
of a certain similarity and a close relation between the used
keywords when the keywords co-occur in documents [92].
A keyword co-occurrence analysis not only identifies the
most common keywords used by authors but can also help
uncover research trends and explore the research landscape
[93–95].

Fig. 8 depicts the keyword co-occurrence network
graph generated by VOSviewer. A keyword is represented
by a node. A node’s size indicates the number of occur-
rences, and the thickness of a line indicates the frequency
at which two keywords are linked. Keywords sharing the
same colors are grouped into semantically related themes.
These are divided into four clusters: the molecular mecha-
nism behind inflammation during the ischemic stroke (blue
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Fig. 8. Map of keyword clustering with a minimum of 5 co-occurrences in ASCVD and inflammation research.

cluster); inflammatory processes and cellular participants in
atherosclerosis (red cluster); markers for the diagnosis and
prognosis in ASCVD (yellow cluster); and clinical scenar-
ios related to ASCVD (green cluster).

In the fields of bibliometrics, through analysis of co-
occurring keywords, the evolutionary trends can be quickly
grasped for a specific research field. Thus, the keyword
co-occurrence was further analyzed on a timeline view in
Fig. 9. The timeline view consists of keywords on the ver-
tical axis and the years on the horizontal axis. Each key-
word is represented by a node. A series of lines are used to
highlight the years when keywords co-occur.

In the early years from 2012 to 2016, this field began
to focus on (1) sepsis; (2) anxiety; (3) fingolimod and dara-
pladib; (4) nanomedicine; (5) vitamin E and lipoprotein(a);
(6) long-chain omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids, phos-
phatidylcholine, sphingosine-1-phosphate, and oxidized
phospholipid; (7) epicardial adipose tissue; (8) neutrophil-
lymphocyte ratio, platelet-to-lymphocyte ratio, and mean
platelet volume; (9) insulin resistance; (10) intestinal mi-
crobiota, short-chain fatty acid (SCFA), and lipopolysac-
charides (LPS); (11) microparticle; (12) human immunod-
eficiency virus; (13) neointima formation; (14) Treg cells
and B cell; (15) antioxidant; (16) autophagy, oxidative

stress, and endoplasmic reticulum stress; (17) microglial
activation and macrophage polarization; (18) single nu-
cleotide polymorphism and DNA methylation; (19) ma-
trix metalloproteinase 9; (20) IL-18; (21) vascular cell ad-
hesion molecule-1 (VCAM-1) and intercellular adhesion
molecule-1; (22) vascular endothelial growth factor; (23)
nucleotide-binding oligomerization (NOD), Leucine-rich
repeat (LRR)-containing protein (NLRP3) inflammasome;
(24) mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) and NF-κB.

In the mid-term phase, from 2016 to 2019, researchers
began to focus efforts on (1) metabolomics; (2) pioglita-
zone, dipeptidyl peptidase-4 inhibitor, canakinumab, tica-
grelor, and eplerenone; (3) vitamin D; (4) decosahex-
aenoic acid and eicosapentaenioc acid; (5) microvascu-
lar endothelial cell; (6) glutathione; (7) trimethylamine N-
oxide (TMAO); (8) proteoglycan; (9) clonal hematopoiesis;
(10) neointimal hyperplasia; (11) epithelial tomesenchymal
transition and mitochondrial dysfunction; (12) NETs, extra-
cellular vesicles (EVs), and exosomes; (13) IL-17, mono-
cyte chemoattractant protein-1, and growth differentiation
factor-15; (14) scavenger receptor class B type I and perox-
isome proliferator-activated recptor-γ; (15) brain-derived
neurotrophic factor and ATP-binding cassette transporter
A1; (16) microRNA; (17) sirtuin-1, B cell lymphoma-2,
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Fig. 9. The timeline view of keyword co-occurrence in ASCVD and inflammation research.

signal transducer and activator of transcription 3, phospho-
inositide 3-kinase, and nuclear factor erythroid 2-related
factor 2 (Nrf-2).

From 2019 to 2022, the field turned to research on
(1) mendelian randomization; (2) COVID-19; (3) iron ox-
ide nanoparticle; (4) liraglutide and metformin; (5) tra-
ditional Chinese medicine; (6) canakinumab, ezetimibe,
and evolocumab; (7) ionizing radiation; (8) neutrophil-
lymphocyte ratio; (9) perivascular adipose tissue; (10)
Akkermansia muciniphila; (11) L-carnitine, bile acid,
choline, and butyrate; (12) ferritin and copeptin; (13) glu-
tamate; (14) myelopoiesis; (15) dysbiosis and endotoxin;
(16) necroptosis, cellular senescence, efferocytosis, andmi-
croglia/macrophage polarization; (17) TLR2, CD14, and
liver X receptor; (18) long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs),
circular RNAs, and competitive endogenous RNAs; (19)
microvesicles; (20) proprotein convertase subtilisin/kexin
type; (21) Hippo signaling pathway, extracellular signal-
regulated kinase, gasdermin D, and caspases; (22) hypoxia-
inducible factor-1 and chemokine C-X-C motif ligand 12.

As shown in Fig. 10, keywords shown in the same
color are closely related and clustered together. The cluster
was assigned a tag #, with a decreasing number represent-
ing more keywords included in the cluster. The cluster la-
bel represents the key areas of research. The following 10
clusters were presented: #0 cardiovascular disease; #1 mes-

enchymal stem cells; #2 atherosclerosis; #3 cholesterol; #4
percutaneous coronary intervention; #5 cardiac arrest; #6
macrophage; #7 insulin resistance; #8 optical coherence to-
mography; #9 polymorphism; and #10 infection.

The analysis of citation bursts was used to iden-
tify keywords that experienced a surge of appearances
or citations during a defined time period. As shown in
Fig. 11, the results revealed that the top keywords ranked
by the strength of citation bursts were “NLRP3 inflam-
masome” (23.83), “metabolic syndrome” (17.27), “au-
tophagy” (15.24), and “unstable angina” (15.09), etc.

4. Discussion
4.1 General Information

In Fig. 1, the observed annual growth rate of publica-
tions revealed the continuous attention this field has gained
annually at a global level. Notably, an outbreak in ASCVD
and inflammation research was witnessed during the third
stage from 2019 through 2021. The decline in 2022 may re-
flect a time-lag between publications and indexing in WoS
database and year 2022 was still open for new issues [96].
A significant impact of the COVID-19 pandemic in this
field can also be inferred; in particular, basic scientific re-
search has been hit particularly hard because of the nation-
wide lockdown amid the COVID-19 epidemic [97]. More-
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Fig. 10. The keyword clustering knowledge map of ASCVD and inflammation research.

Fig. 11. Top 15 keywords with strong citation bursts in ASCVD and inflammation research.
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over, a decline in opportunities to conduct research is also
anticipated due to a long-term economic downturn caused
by COVID-19’s looming lockdown, making research fund-
ing a source of concern even further due to the reduction
in funds available for research [98]. Nevertheless, it seems
possible that the field is about to enter its golden period and
there are interesting findings that should be noted in recent
years.

Table 1 indicates that Asian and European countries
were the main providers of publications in the field. A node
with a high betweenness centrality (more than 0.1) tends to
exert a great deal of influence over the flow of items through
the network [99]. Based on the high betweenness central-
ity, it is evident that some countries dominated in the field
(e.g., the USA and England). Although Asian countries
stood out as research producers, the betweenness centrality
was close or equal to zero, therefore, indicating that China,
Japan, South Korea, and Turkey wielded a lower influence.

The vast majority of active institutions are located in
Asia and North America. However, research capacity at the
top productive institutions was generally weak since none
of them exhibited a high betweenness centrality exceeding
0.1; they were thus not considered as major entities control-
ling significant resources in their collaborative networks,
and their publications were less likely to have influenced
other research in this decade [100].

The notion of scientific cooperation is described by
Katz and Martin as an interdisciplinary collaboration of
scholars with the goal of generating new scientific knowl-
edge [101]. By collaborating with more authors, re-
searchers are able to produce more influential papers [102].
Fig. 2 indicated a good level of collaborative work, forming
a world map of research collaborations that was centered
in North American and European countries. Instead, Asian
countries with high scientific output had fewer international
collaborations, which tended to be intra-continental phe-
nomena. For example, China, as the leading publication
provider, collaborated with Japan, Qatar, Nepal and the
USA, whose collaborations lacked diversification. It is pos-
sible that scientific advances in ASCVD and inflammation
research in Asian countries were plagued by the poor per-
formance of transnational cooperation and academic ex-
change.

In Fig. 3, in terms of international collaboration, data
found there was a weak degree of international collabora-
tion between institutions. There is a tendency for institu-
tions to collaborate with institutions in their home nation
and on the same continent.

As shown in Table 2 and Fig. 4, the productive au-
thors were mainly from Asian, European and North Amer-
ican countries. Christie M Ballantyne and Peter Libby
whose scholarly contributions occupied an eminent posi-
tion in the field were probable initiators of collaborative re-
lationships. Even though Wolfgang Koenig (n = 21) and
Oliver Soehnlein (n = 18) did not rank among the top ten,

their high betweenness centrality of 0.13 indicated they had
published potentially revolutionary material and were ac-
tively engaged in collaborative research worldwide.

In Table 3, literature on this fieldwas largely published
in journals from Western countries. In general, top prolific
journals were distributed in Q1 or Q2, suggesting that high-
quality and well-designed studies constituted the evidence
base for ASCVD and inflammation research.

Journals with high co-citations are referred to as main-
stream journals, to which researchers are dedicating great
attention. There were a high number of co-citations in
journals with high IFs and in Q1 journals, which indi-
cates that top-tier journals benefited from consistent inter-
est from scholars. In addition, the journal with the high-
est production and the most co-citations included PloS one,
Atherosclerosis, Arteriosclerosis, thrombosis, and vascu-
lar biology, Stroke, and Circulation research, which were
deemed core journals in the field in that a heightened inter-
est in certain topics reported by these journals may influ-
ence the research foci, and we might include these journals
when tracking research progress, given the volume of pub-
lications they produce.

4.2 Intellectual Base
Co-cited publications represent the frequency with

which two publications are referenced by another, and can
be viewed as a knowledge base related to specific subject
matter. As shown in Table 4, five articles from The New
England journal of medicine, two from Nature, one from
Nature medicine, one from Nature genetics, and one from
Lancet were identified to constitute the intellectual base
of ASCVD and inflammation research. Besides, the top-
ics covered by the top co-cited articles with the strongest
betweenness centrality shown in Table 5 were key compo-
nents in the knowledge structure of this field.

4.3 Hot Topics and Frontiers
The burst of citations within a subject indicates emerg-

ing trends within that field [103]. In Fig. 7, among the top
25 references, six references whose citation bursts contin-
ued to 2022 have attracted considerable attention from the
scientific community, thus reflecting the hot topics in the
field [66,67,104–107].

In Fig. 11, the keywords with ongoing citation bursts
(i.e., ongoing sharp increases in citation counts) were iden-
tified to explore the hot themes in this field. These topics
are not distinct, but interrelated and influence one another,
so we highlight their common aspects in order to illuminate
the hot issues and make them more focused.

4.3.1 NLRP3 Inflammasome
As a chronic inflammatory condition, atherosclero-

sis features lipid deposition, leukocyte infiltration, and
VSMC proliferation. An inflammatory environment in the
plaque is decisively controlled by the activation of atheroma
macrophages.
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In early atherosclerosis, macrophage-derived NLRP3
inflammasome suggests beneficial effects on plaque stabil-
ity, which are mediated by their involvement in inflam-
matory anti-injury reaction. NLRP3 inflammasome activa-
tion in late atherosclerosis causes macrophage death and a
significant amount of lipid release, both of which increase
plaque vulnerability [108,109]. NLRP3 inflammasome ac-
tivation can result from extracellular cholesterol crystal up-
take, leading to lysosomal damage and the accumulation
of cholesterol in the plasma membrane. Mice treated with
NLRP3 inhibitors or NLRP3 genetic deletions suffer less
atherosclerosis [110,111].

The NLRP3 inflammasome is activated in two steps,
first by priming and then by activating, which allows cas-
pase 1 to release IL-1β and IL-18 to mature forms. In fact,
a variety of cell types can produce IL-6 when they are stim-
ulated by IL-1β or IL-18. A characteristic shift towards
an acute phase pattern thus occurs in hepatocytes due to a
change in protein synthesis pattern, which amplifies the in-
flammatory cascade inside the vessel [112].

Because the NLRP3 inflammasome sequelae are crit-
ical to the development of atherosclerosis by orchestrat-
ing the expression of inflammatory cytokines, it is likely
that direct inhibition of inflammatory pathways through
the NLRP3 inflammasome would be a promising therapy
for atherosclerosis. At a molecular level, evidence sug-
gests that autophagy, an intracellular degradation system
that keeps cells in a state of homeostasis, down-regulates
the activation of NLRP3 inflammasome [113]. A wide
range of stimuli, including reactive oxygen species (ROS)
from mitochondria, activate NLRP3 inflammasome, and
autophagy inhibits their activation by the removal of dam-
aged mitochondria [114]. Besides, The autophagic process
inhibits inflammasome activity by degrading NLRP3 in-
flammasome via ubiquitination and modulating its activ-
ity. In fact, an autophagy defect in Atg 5-/- mice is re-
flected in accelerated atherosclerosis and increased NLRP3
inflammasome activity. Furthermore, the phosphorylation
of protein kinase A (PKA) is known to negatively regulate
NLRP3 inflammasome. TheG protein-coupled bile acid re-
ceptor (GP-BAR1) (also known as TGR5) activates PKA,
resulting in the ubiquitination of NLRP3, which can be cor-
related with the phosphorylation of NLRP3. It has been
shown that TGR5 can reduce the progression of atheroscle-
rosis by promoting cholesterol efflux and reducing inflam-
matory reactions; however, their anti-inflammatory mech-
anisms remain to be fully clarified. The mechanisms by
which NLRP3 inflammasome inhibits atherosclerosis also
requires further studies [115,116].

Results from the CANTOS and Cardiovascular In-
flammation Reduction Trial suggest that the inhibition of
the inflammasome through the CRP pathway lowers vascu-
lar risk [117]. Therefore, the NLRP3 inflammasome has at-
tracted interest as a target in atherosclerosis due to its ability
to generate both active forms of IL-1β and IL-18. Never-

theless, further safety studies are needed for novel NLRP3-
inflammasome inhibitors since such systemic inhibition of
inflammatory pathways is likely to interact with immune
homeostasis in ways that pose potential risks. Also, there is
currently no data available to determine whether targeting
IL-6, downstream of IL-1β and IL-18, is a better option,
which might theoretically mute inflammation with less im-
pairment of host defenses [118].

4.3.2 Gut Microbiota and TMAO
Evidence is mounting that gut microflora plays a criti-

cal role in mucosal integrity and tolerance. Alterations in
the gut microbiota may trigger an inflammatory state in
the gut, which could lead to systemic inflammation. Di-
etary fibers are fermented in the gut microbiota, resulting
in SCFAs, which are the main energy source for colono-
cytes, and they are presumably involved in colon epithe-
lium renewal [119]. The decreased production of SCFAs
that results from low dietary fiber consumption increases
epithelial permeability by impairing epithelial metabolism.
Therefore, either local or systemic inflammation may en-
sue as a result of the translocation of bacteria and LPS
created by gut bacteria. Specifically, LPS binds to the
TLR4 complex, along with the co-receptor CD14, which
activates myeloid differentiation factor 88/NF-NF-κB path-
way, resulting in increased production of pro-inflammatory
cytokines including IL-6, IL-1, IL-27, and TNF-α, all of
which are involved in atherosclerosis development [120].
Karlsson et al. [121] compared the gut microbiomes of
atherosclerosis patients with control samples by functional
characterization, and found that butyrate-acetoacetate CoA-
transferase which originates from Clostridium sp. SS2/1
correlated negatively with high-sensitivity CRP in blood.
In fact, butyrate is found to increase the generation of anti-
inflammatory Treg cells and reduce inflammation in the
colon [122].

Furthermore, the role of TMAO in accelerating
atherosclerosis has recently received attention. After in-
gestion, bacteria residing in the gut convert L-carnitine and
choline into trimethylamine, which is absorbed and con-
verted by hepatic flavin monooxygenases to TMAO. The
TMAO increases macrophage uptake of LDL-cholesterol
and speeds foam cell formation by activating macrophage
scavenger receptors CD36 and steroid receptor RNA acti-
vator 1, which explains its pro-atherogenic effects [123]. In
the gut, TMAO precursors can be attenuated by administer-
ing poorly absorbed broad-spectrum antibiotics [123,124].
TMAO further promotes atherosclerosis by activating the
CD36-dependent MAPK/Janus kinases (JAKs) pathway
and triggering the expression of VCAM-1, TNF-α and IL-
1β via the NF-κB pathway [125,126]. In addition, re-
searchers have reported that TMAO causes hyper-reactivity
in platelets, which can facilitate thrombosis, resulting in
athero-thrombotic events [127].
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In humans, circulating TMAO levels are associated
with coronary artery disease burden and mortality in coro-
nary artery disease patients in a dose-dependent fashion
[128,129]. The consumption of resveratrol can increase the
ratio of Bacteroidetes to Firmicutes and the growth of Bac-
teroides, Lactobacillus, and Bifidobacterium, which have
been shown to reduce levels of TMAO [130]. The pos-
sibility of modulating TMAO-producing bacteria to lower
plasma TMAO levels sounds intriguing, but an effective
treatment mode has not yet been identified.

Though TMAO appears to contribute to atheroscle-
rosis in a variety of ways, the causal effect of TMAO on
atherosclerosis is still being explored. In addition, even
some studies have reported results contrary to the studies
mentioning TMAO’s effect on atherosclerosis. In the re-
port from Bäckhed laboratory, germ-free mice and conven-
tionally raised Apolipoprotein E deficient (Apoe-/-) mice
were fed either a chow or a Western type diet (WTD) con-
taining standard low levels of choline (0.08%) or enriched
in choline (1%–1.2%) [131]. As expected, in germ-free
mice fed with chow diet or WTD, TMAO was barely de-
tectable, and supplementation with choline did not increase
plasma TMAO in germ-free mice, while conventionally
raised mice showed an increase in plasma TMAO after sup-
plementation with choline [131]. It is interesting to note
that germ-free mice fed with chow diet had greater aortic
root lesions than conventionally raised mice fed with chow
diet; however, germ-free and conventionally raised mice
fed with WTD had no difference in aortic lesions [131]. In
mice fed WTD, the absence of microbiota had no effect on
atherosclerosis [131]. In conventionally raised male mice,
elevated plasma TMAO had no effect on atherosclerosis
and associated lesions [131]. It was concluded that gut mi-
crobiota influences atherosclerosis in a dietary-dependent
manner and is associated with plasma cholesterol levels
[131]. Therefore, TMAO’s effects on atherosclerosis are
not completely understood. Also, it is unclear how useful it
is to measure TMAO levels in clinical scenarios, especially
as there are no treatments to lower TMAO levels beyond
lifestyle modifications in clinical practice.

Overall, the microbiota has been studied mostly
through cross-sectional studies to date in relation to low-
grade inflammation and cardiovascular disease. We need
to conduct further prospective studies to confirm these find-
ings. With respect to how the gut microbiota can be regu-
lated and how to break the possible feedback loop between
gut inflammation and systemic inflammation, a strategy
that employs prebiotics, probiotics, and natural products to
promote beneficial changes in the intestinal flora and to im-
prove epithelial integrity seems promising.

4.3.3 Autophagy

The major atherosclerotic plaque cells present in
the fibrous cap and around the necrotic core (e.g., ECs,
VSMCs, macrophages) undergo autophagy. The role of EC

autophagy in atherosclerosis progression is still debated.
One study shows that oxidized LDL (ox-LDL) increases the
von Willebrand factor and P-selectin secretion in ECs, in-
dicating that this may be a mechanism through which ox-
LDL inhibits the sirtuin-1/forkhead box transcription factor
O1 pathway and increases autophagic flux in ECs. Hence,
reducing arterial thrombosis and atherosclerosis might be
possible by increasing autophagic flux [132]. Endothe-
lial autophagy also inhibits vascular inflammation through
the down-regulation of ICAM-1, VCAM-1, E-selectin, and
NF-κB signaling [133]. Induction of autophagy in TNF-
stimulated human umbilical vein ECs (HUVECs) reduces
the expression of inflammatory cytokines via activation
of the PKA/adenosine 5’-monophosphate (AMP)-activated
protein kinase (AMPK)/SIRT1 pathway [134]. Other stud-
ies, however, have shown that EC autophagy promotes
atherosclerosis. Autophagic death induced by excessive
autophagy in ECs may destroy the stability of atheroscle-
rotic plaques [135]. In addition, stress-induced overacti-
vated autophagy increases apoptosis in ECs, while recom-
binant thrombomodulin treatment can inhibit EC apoptosis
by modulating rapamycin (mTOR)-dependent autophagy
[136].

As for VSMC autophagy in atherogenesis, a study
by Pi S et al. [137] demonstrated that the activation of
the P2RY12 receptor triggered mTOR through the phos-
phatidylinositol 3-kinase/Akt pathway, resulting in the in-
hibition of autophagy in advanced atherosclerosis and re-
duced cholesterol outflow. However, miR-223 inhibited
the formation of foam cells via inducing the autophagy of
VSMCs [138]. According to another study, ox-LDL in-
duced atherogenesis is inhibited by AMPK/mTOR signal-
ing, which increases autophagy [139]. The knockdown of
sterol regulatory element-binding cleavage-activating pro-
teins in VSMCs of ApoE-/- mice reduces lipid accumulation
and oxidative stress as well as stimulates VSMC autophagy
via ROS/AMPK pathways [140]. Nevertheless, in VSMCs,
tissue-specific deletion of Atg7 causes accumulation of
SQSTM1/p62 and accelerates stress-induced premature
senescence [141]. In this way, senescent VSMCs develop
an inflammatory, senescence-associated secretory pheno-
type driven by IL-1α that may contribute to atherosclero-
sis [142]. Similarly, VSMCs that undergo excessive au-
tophagy destabilize plaques by reducing collagen synthesis,
resulting in a thinner fibrous cap [143].

The autophagic process is closely linked to the for-
mation and development of atherosclerotic plaques com-
posed of macrophage-derived foam cells. By selectively
inhibiting the PI3K/Akt/mTOR pathway, autophagy is ac-
tivated in macrophages, improving atherosclerotic plaque
stability [144]. By degrading the NLRP3 and ASC subunit
of the inflammasome, macrophage autophagy is shown to
inhibit inflammation in ox-LDL-induced foam cells [145].
By contrast, atherosclerosis occurs and is exacerbated by
impaired or defective autophagy in macrophages. De-
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fects in macrophage ATG5 promote apoptosis and oxida-
tive stress in macrophages, and worsen lesional efferocy-
tosis in advanced atherosclerosis [146]. Therefore, activat-
ing macrophage autophagy may offer new therapeutic ap-
proaches to treat atherosclerosis.

The above results show different autophagy levels in
different cells, which can be manifested as defective, basal,
mild or over-induced autophagy, accompanies the entire
process of atherogenesis. A growing body of evidence sug-
gests that while the basic or moderate form of autophagy
suppresses inflammation, increases cell survival, and pro-
tects against the progression of atherosclerotic plaques,
the impaired or excessive form promotes inflammation,
and accelerates cell death, and apoptosis, further exacer-
bating plaque instability and rupture. As such, targeting
atherosclerotic plaque cell autophagy could be a viable ap-
proach for atherosclerosis treatment, which aims to control
autophagy without causing harmful consequences.

4.3.4 LncRNAs
Several atherogenic processes may be influenced by

lncRNAs, which are defined as non-protein-coding tran-
scripts longer than 200 nucleotides. By regulating au-
tophagic flux, lncRNAs act as molecular switches that reg-
ulate lipid metabolism and the inflammatory response in
the vasculature despite their poor conservation between
species. This opened up the field for the investigation into
relationships among lncRNAs, autophagy and atheroscle-
rosis.

For example, through binding mixed lineage kinase
domain-like protein (MLKL) promoter, lncRNA FA2H-2
regulates autophagy and inflammation in atherosclerosis.
After the suppression of MLKL expression in SMCs and
ECs in response to ox-LDL, autophagic flux is enhanced
and inflammation is diminished [147]. The reduction of
FA2H-2 expression in VSMCs and ECs leads to a signif-
icant increase in the expression of MLKL, suppresses au-
tophagic flux, and induces the expression of IL-1β, IL-6,
and IL-8, and TNF-α [147]. FA2H-2 promotes autophagy
in VSMCs and ECs, thus reducing inflammation by acting
as an atheroprotector.

MALAT1 is another interesting lncRNA under inves-
tigation. Recently, a study demonstrated that MALAT1
possesses anti-inflammatory properties in part through its
binding to miR-503 [148]. Mechanistically, atheroscle-
rotic plaque formation is mitigated by MALT1 by block-
ing the adhesion of myeloid cells to ECs and reducing pro-
inflammatory cytokine production [148].

Overall, lncRNAs, as a regulator, may have cell-type-
specific expression patterns, and are appealing pharma-
cological targets. In order to develop therapeutic strate-
gies targeting lncRNAs for atherosclerosis, it is essential
to unearth how lncRNA-mediated autophagy is regulated
in atherosclerotic plaque cells.

4.3.5 Exosomes
The present study also identified EVs, especially exo-

somes as another emerging topic in the field. The extracel-
lular vesicles called exosomes are nanosized with a diame-
ter of 30 to 150 nm and contain the RNA, DNA, proteins,
and lipids from the donor cells [149]. Exosomes can inter-
fere with the function of ECs, VSMCs, and macrophages,
causing either pro-atherosclerosis or anti-atherosclerosis,
depending on the donor cells’ condition.

For example, exosomes secreted by ox-LDL-
stimulated THP-1 monocyte ferrying lncRNA LIP-
CAR, miR-106a-3p, and GAS5 are reported to promote
atherosclerosis by altering the phenotypes of ECs and
VSMCs [150–152]. By contrast, exosomal miRNAs
derived from mesenchymal stem cells, bone marrow-
derived macrophages, as well as platelets may exert
anti-atherosclerotic effects [153–155]. In addition, al-
though low levels of lncRNAs are present in exosomes,
increasing data suggest that exosomal lncRNAs are new
clues to the pathogenesis of ASCVD and more attention
is needed to help clarify the possible relationships among
exosomes, exosomal lncRNAs and miRNAs [156].

4.3.6 Nrf-2
The Nrf-2 protein encoded by the NFE2L2 gene has

been closely linked with atherosclerosis, yet its role seems
antagonistic, preventing as well as promoting its develop-
ment. Depletion of Nrf2 in bone marrow-derived cells is
shown to attenuate the formation of atherosclerotic plaques,
whose mechanism probably implicates the reduction in pro-
inflammatory M1 macrophage [157]. The Nrf2-mediated
role in potentiating atherosclerosis also involves NLRP3
inflammasome activation, decreased uptake of acetylated
LDL, and up-regulated expression of CD36 scavenger re-
ceptor in macrophages [158–161].

By contrast, the activation of Nrf2/HO-1 signaling is
shown to decrease gene expressions of inflammatory fac-
tors such as TNF-α, IL-1β and IL-6 in LPS-stimulated
RAW264.7 cells, which highlights the anti-inflammatory
activity of Nrf2 [162]. Hu Q et al. [163] has found
that dihydromyricetin pre-treatment suppresses pyroptotic
cell death and reduces IL-1β release by the activation of
the Nrf2 signaling to inhibit NLRP3 inflammasome ac-
tivation in palmitic acid-induced HUVECs. In addition,
Nrf2/HO-1 signaling is a popularly researched pathway
through whose activation natural extracts protect ECs from
injury in atherosclerosis [164].

Thus, in vitro and in vivo experiments with Nrf2 in
atherosclerosis are, however, ambiguous and heavily de-
pendent on the atherosclerotic lesion stage or animal model.
Also, further research is needed to better define its contri-
bution to human atherosclerosis.
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4.3.7 Reasons that Contribute to These Hot Research
Topics

The reasons for these foregoing topics being research
hotspots are multifaceted either because these targets be-
gan to emerge in the most recent years or because the lack
of suitable methodologies in earlier studies have made it
challenging to investigate their involvement in ASCVD.

As a result of advances in biochemistry, cell biology,
and genetic engineering, experimental atherosclerosis has
experienced a flurry of activity, leading to thousands of ex-
perimental papers that shed light on diverse aspects of in-
flammation in the regulation of ASCVD. In spite of these
impressive experimental results, a gap remained between
the lab and the clinic.

In experimental aspect, despite the availability of
ApoE-/- and the LDL receptor-deficient (LDLr-/-) mice,
studies were conducted using mice to investigate the effects
of the potent proinflammatory cytokines, IL-1β, and IL-
18 on atherosclerosis in the early 2000s [165,166]. It was
not until nearly ten years later that Duewell P et al. [110]
published their landmark study that showed atheroscle-
rotic lesions in ApoE deficient mice on a high-fat diet
contained cholesterol crystals that increased as the disease
progressed. In particular, these crystals were observed
to co-localize with NLRP3 inflammasomes and promoted
the release of IL-1β [110]. Further, it was shown that
LDLr-/- mice that received bone marrow transplants with
NLRP3-deficient, ASC-deficient, and IL-1α/β-deficient
bone marrow showed markedly reduced atherosclerosis
[110]. Due to the cross-talk between inflammation and lipid
metabolism that the NLRP3 inflammasome mediates, in-
tensive studies have been been spotlighted on the role of
the NLRP3 inflammasome in atherogenesis in mouse mod-
els, including its activation in ECs, immune cells (such as
monocytes, macrophages and dendritic cells), and SMCs as
well as its mechanism of action in atherosclerotic disease
since then. In spite of the proliferation of NLRP3 inflam-
masome research topics in basic science, its clinical appli-
cation seems stagnant as few biomarkers of inflammation
have moved from the lab to the clinical setting.

With regard to clinical research, also in the early
2000s, lipid-lowering trials demonstrated that statin therapy
reduced the level of circulating hsCRP, which confirmed
at least partially the interaction between inflammation and
lipid metabolism [167–169]. It was identified in landmark
statin trials that patients who demonstrated reductions in
LDL-cholesterol to less than 70 mg/dL as well as a reduc-
tion in hsCRP to less than 2 mg/L had a greater cardiovas-
cular benefit than those with only a significant reduction
in LDL-cholesterol levels [170–172]. A consequence of
this has led to the concept of residual inflammatory risk,
defined as persistently elevated hsCRP despite adequate
atherogenic lipid lowering, a phenomenon seen in 30%–
40% of all statin trial participants [173].

Observational studies have shown strong associations
between CRP levels, coronary atherosclerosis, and vascular
risk [174,175]. In spite of the fact that CRP does not directly
contribute to atherothrombosis [176], its application as a
biomarker of inflammation has begun to bridge the gap be-
tween experimental and clinical findings. In the decade that
have followed the initial investigation of CRP in cardiovas-
cular disease, dozens of studies have accumulated evidence
that strongly associates inflammation as measured by CRP
with a number of outcomes associated with a range of car-
diovascular outcomes [177]. As far as other biomarkers of
inflammation and oxidative stress are concerned, none have
proven to be as reproducible and clinically practical as CRP
measured with the highly sensitive method [178].

Most importantly, CRP integrates inflammatory sig-
nals generated by a variety of sources. As previously
mentioned, while statin therapy, such as rosuvastatin, may
promote some of its clinical benefit through direct anti-
inflammatory effects, because of concomitant reduction in
LDL [179], it is not possible to determine rigorously the
extent to which this agent’s anti-inflammatory effects con-
tribute to the clinical benefit observed, independent of LDL
lowering.

With the identification the canonical pathway that
links the NLRP3 inflammasome with IL-1/IL-6/CRP [180],
targeting the NLRP3 inflammasome may provide therapeu-
tic benefits in ASCVD, especially in light of the results of
clinical trials such as CANTOS, which demonstrated that
inhibiting inhibiting IL-1β, a main product of NLRP3 in-
flammasome activation, diminished clinical endpoints in
patients with atherosclerotic disease independent of lipid
level lowering, accompanied by a reduction in IL-6 and
CRP [66,181]. Also, methotrexate failed to inhibit IL-6/IL-
1β pathway and acted via the inhibition of aminoimidazole-
4-carboximaide ribonucleotide, resulting in subsequent el-
evations in adenosine levels, and no reduction in cardio-
vascular endpoints [182], further suggesting inflammation
that leads to atherogenesis is pathway-specific rather than
generalized. For all these reasons, it appears the NLRP3
inflammasome is linked to ASCVD and understanding the
mechanisms regulating NLRP3 inflammasome activation
and subsequent signaling is vital to gain insight into poten-
tial therapeutic strategies to prevent ASCVD, which makes
NLRP3 inflammasome a research hotspot in this field.

With regard to the research on gut microbiota, the
atherosclerotic plaque has been found to contain a number
of bacteria, including Streptococcus, Pseudomonas, Kleb-
siella, Veillonella spp., and Chlamydia pneumoniae, mak-
ing it a microbial environment on itself [183–185]. Most
studies, however, failed to link plaque microbiota compo-
sition with outcomes such as plaque vulnerability, rupture,
or cardiovascular events [186]. In addition, antibiotic treat-
ment as secondary prevention, which seeks to eliminate
plaque microbiota, did not result in a reduced incidence of
cardiovascular events [187]. As a result, these studies failed
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to provide evidence in support of the causal role of direct
vessel wall infection in plaque formation. In contrast, the
hypothesis that distant infections can elicit an auto-immune
inflammatory response through molecular mimicry appears
to be more plausible [188].

Since the development of 16S rRNA gene amplicon
sequencing and shotgun metagenomic sequencing, we have
therefore received a greater understanding of the role of
gut microbiota in ASCVD [189]. Specifically, metage-
nomic sequencing allows not only species-level resolution
of compositional data, but also enables the assessment of
differences in gut microbiota functionality, since compo-
sitional differences do not always translate into functional
differences. Human cross-sectional studies found that pa-
tients with symptomatic atherosclerosis have higher abun-
dances of Collinsella genus, Enterobacteriaceae, Strepto-
coccaceae, and Klebsiella species, as well as lower abun-
dances of SCFA-producing bacteria Eubacterium, Rose-
buria, and Ruminococcaceae spp. as compared with
healthy controls in the gut microbiota [121,190,191]. In ad-
dition, with the introduction of metabolomics approach, it
has been shown that plasma levels of TMAO and its pre-
cursors, choline and betaine has been shown to predict the
risk of cardiovascular disease [124].

The advent of culture-independent sequencing tech-
nologies and omics led to a huge amount of associative
data, but these data are not robust to causal investigation,
despite their usefulness. Further, in animal studies, fe-
cal microbiota transplantation (FMT) provides causal ev-
idence that gut microbiota composition is associated with
atherosclerosis. For instance, mice transplanted with a mi-
crobiota composition that was more pro-inflammatory from
Caspase1-/- mice had 29% larger plaques than those in the
control group [192]. In this regard, gut microbes could
indirectly contribute to atherosclerosis by producing pro-
atherogenic metabolites.

Overall, the spotlight on the role of gut microbiota and
metabolites such as TMAO in atherosclerosis benefits both
from the advancement in sequencing technologies, bioin-
formatics tools, and omics technologies, and the efforts to
determine whether microbial changes are driving disease
states or rather being driven by them through the introduc-
tion of emerging methodological approach (e.g., FMT).

Over 50 years ago, autophagy was identified as a
mechanism that sequesters and degrades cytosolic compo-
nents via the lysosome pathway; however, the role of au-
tophagy in atherosclerotic lesions remains unappreciated
due to incompletely characterized ultrastructural features.
The first hint for its contribution in atherosclerosis came
from the paper by Perrotta I [193] in 2013, in which trans-
mission electron microscopy revealed autophagy in all pri-
mary cell types (i.e., macrophages, VSMCs, and ECs)
in human atherosclerotic plaques. Since then, a growing
number of studies have provided further evidence that au-
tophagy occurs in atherosclerosis with the expression of

autophagy marker, such as microtubule-associated protein
light chain 3-II and microtubule-associated protein 1 light
chain 3 detected in various cells in unstable atherosclerotic
plaques [194].

Therefore, the cell-specific contributions of au-
tophagy to atherosclerosis initiation, progression, and re-
gression were investigated. In addition, with the discovery
of other forms of regulated cell death such as pyroptosis and
ferroptosis in recent years [195], their intricate overlapping
effects and interactions have further increased interest in au-
tophagy as a hot topic in atherosclerosis research.

The role of exosomes in cardiovascular diseases has,
as evidenced by a bibliometric analysis, emerged as a “star
target” only in the last decade; especially in the past five
years, the area has gained significant momentum [196].
Exosomes are crucial mediators of intercellular commu-
nication during atherosclerosis development, as described
above; a major obstacle to the reaseach on exosomes is the
isolation methods, since obtaining high-purity exosomes is
crucial for further research.

While there is currently no standardized method for
the isolation of exosomes, many techniques have been
developed based on the biochemical and physicochemi-
cal characteristics of exosomes, including differential ul-
tracentrifugation, immunoaffinity capture, polymer-based
precipitation, ultrafiltration, and size exclusion chromatog-
raphy, each of which has its own advantages and disad-
vantages [197,198]. These significant methodological ad-
vances have resulted in further insights into the role that in-
tercellular communication plays in ASCVD pathogenesis,
thereby leading to exosomes as an emerging mediator of
atherogenesis. It is expected that with the introduction of
promising exosome isolation methods very recently, such
as ExoTIC, acoustofluidic platform, and alternating current
electrokinetic microarray chip devices [199–201], further
interest will be fueled in exosomal research, allowing them
to be used in clinical settings for diagnostic or therapeutic
purposes.

Non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) were initially regarded
as transcriptional noise or residual waste generated during
the processing of RNA. Nevertheless, research interest ex-
panded to miRNA in early 2000, with subsequent studies
showing that miRNAs play a significant role in physiolog-
ical processes and pathological outcomes. In fact, the first
evidence for a putative role of ncRNA in vascular disease
came from genome-wide association studies that identified
the most significantly associated locus with coronary artery
disease on the human chromosome 9p21 [202]. The region
is adjacent to INK4 locus that encodes a lncRNA named
ANRIL, also known as CDKN2BAS [203]. As opposed to
miRNAs, whose biosynthesis and biological activities are
well explored, lncRNAs are more heterogeneous and diffi-
cult to characterize. It is not easy to infer the specific func-
tion of lncRNAs from their sequence or structure, unlike
microRNAs or proteins.
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However, the field of lncRNAs has benefited from the
advance in genomic technologies, including the availabil-
ity of fast and cost-effective sequencing technologies and
computational resources, with a new class of lncRNAs dis-
covered and annotated every year. In this regard, lncRNAs
have been shown to be expressed in major types of cells in
atherosclerotic lesions and are implicated in several athero-
genic processes [204].

Furthermore, recent studies have concentrated on the
characterization of molecules within exosomes, as well as
their use as diagnostic agents. For example, exosomal
lncRNA HIF1A-AS1 was found by Wang Y et al. [205] to
be a potential biomarker for atherosclerosis. In this way, by
rapidly advancing technologies and protocols for isolating,
purifying, and detecting exosomes, in addition to rapidly
developing genomic tools, exosomal lncRNAs are also po-
sitioned to undergo clinical translation.

Since Nrf2 was first cloned in 1994, the field of Nrf2
is relatively young. It was in the mid- to late 1990s, when
the first Nrf2-/- mouse was generated [206], that many of
the studies were conducted on molecular interactions that
drive Nrf2 signaling. Moreover, the Nrf2-/- mouse provided
insight into Nrf2’s role in chemoprevention as oltipraz, a
dithiolethione, lost its chemoprotective effects in mice de-
ficient in Nrf2 [207]. Upon revealing that Nrf2 plays a
chemoprotective role, the focus shifted toward identifying
methods for activating the Nrf2 pathway.

As recently as 2006, however, the discovery that
KEAP1 mutations that leads to chronically elevated levels
of Nrf2 was found in non-small lung cell carcinomas pre-
sented the first evidence that Nrf2 may contribute to cancer
progression and chemoresistance [208], which was later re-
ferred to as the “dark side” of Nrf2. Despite Nrf2’s known
benefits, new research has revealed the previously unappre-
ciated complexity of the Nrf2 signaling network, growing
evidence that careful regulation of this pathway is crucial
to disease prevention. In the field of atherosclerosis re-
search, the same applies. Studies have demonstrated that
Nrf2 plays a dual role in atherosclerosis, as previously de-
scribed. The paradoxical role of Nrf2 in atherosclerosis
thereby spurs further research into its role in the various
stages of plaque progression before it is considered a new
therapeutic target due to the relative lack of understanding
regarding its complex and diverse mechanisms.

5. Conclusions
The bibliometric profile of ASCVD and inflammation

in the last decade aims to identify, evaluate and to visual-
ize all literature published regarding qualitative, qualitative
and chronological aspects. The emergence of a variety of
experimental and clinical observations points to chronic in-
flammation as a key factor in ASCVD, thus sparking enthu-
siasm for this area of research. We demonstrated the leading
position of the Asian, European and North American coun-
tries in the field in terms of quantitative, qualitative and

collaborative parameters. In light of the complex mecha-
nisms involved, identifying the causal pathway underlying
inflammation and ASCVD is a challenging endeavor. Cur-
rent research in the area has described the NLRP3 inflam-
masome, gut microbiota and TMAO, autophagy, lncRNAs,
exosomes, and Nrf-2 as hot topics in the field, which may
be promising directions in both basic and clinical research.
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